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Governor to appoint
new student regent
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By Sam Richards
K a im in Reporter

Governor Ted Schwinden will
appoint a new student regent to
the Montana University System
Board of Regents before Feb. 1,
but ASUM President Steve
Spaulding said he doesn’t think
this year’s appointee will come
from the University of Montana.
Shelley Hopkins, a third-year
law student at UM, has held the
position for the last three oneyear terms, and is graduating at
the end of this year. Spaulding
sa id it is p r o b a b le th a t
Schwinden will now choose a
student from another university.
Hopkins said last October that
she plans a step down from her
regent post at the end of her
current term, which ends Jan. 31.
The six schools in the Montana
University System — UM, Mon
tana State University, Montana
Tech, Eastern Montana College,
Western Montana College and
Northern Montana College —
were sent applications for the
student regent position in early
December, and all schools were to
return them to the governor’s

office before Jan. 1.
Each school received nine
application forms from the gover
nor’s office, with the university
president, student body president
and faculty senate president each
getting three ‘applications to fill
and turn in.
However, the three UM
presidents discussed the matter
between themselves and agreed
to turn in a total of only three
nominees’ names.
The nominees from UM are
Tom Christie, junior in history
and Spanish; Donald Harris,
graduate in law, and Lois Adams,
now a senior in mass com
munications at Eastern Montana
College in Billings, but expected
by Spaulding to be attending law
school at UM next fall.
Spaulding said recommending
a student from another school
isn’t unusual, and that it might
give UM a better chance to have a
regent appointed. Spaulding said
he felt Schwinden would look
more favorably on a pre-law
student not attending UM, such
as Adams, than on someone who
Cont. on p. 8

Williams to kick off
EVST lecture series
MARY LUCACHICK, right, junior in geology, and Naomi Martin, senior in forestry, display
their hairy legs as they vie for a winning spot in the Foresters’ annual Hairy Legs Contest.

Foresters present dubious honor
The girl with the hairiest legs at
the University o f Montana is
Mary Lucachick, as determined
in the annual Hairy Legs Contest
held last night in the forestry
building.
.
The contest is the first of many
traditional activities preceding
the annual Foresters’ Ball, which
will be held Jan. 15 and 16.
Lucachick, a junior in geology,
has not shaved her legs since
May 1979.

Criteria for the Hairy Legs
Contest were hairs per square
inch and, according to one judge
at the contest, stems per square
acre.
Honorable mention in the con
test went to Naomi Martin.
The annual Paul Bunyan
Beard Contest also was held last
night.
Contestants were Ron Smith,
sophomore in journalism, Brent
Hooker, freshman in forestry,

Denis Flynn, sophomore in
business administration and
John Davis, senior in forestry.
The winner of the beard contest
will be announced at a convocatiori being held next Monday at 8
p.m. in the University Theater.
Prizes for the Hairy Legs Con
test and the Beard Contest will be
awarded at the convocation.
There was no mustache contest
as planned, due to lack of con
testants.

Programming schedules
winter lecture, concert, films
By Gordon Gregory
K a im in Reporter

There’s nothing to do in this
town on a winter night except to
go to the bars or to the library.
Right?
Wrong. This quarter, like most
others, ASUM Programming has
arranged a varied schedule of
entertainment, starting tonight
with a free showing of the 1958
movie Thunder Road.
Next Wednesday, Emanuel Ax,
a top concert pianist, will perform
at the University Theater. This
will be the first of four shows
given through the Performing
Arts Series this quarter. The
others are:
• Liona Boyd, a classical
guitarist, will play here Jan. 30.
• The Preservation Hall Jazz
Band will play New Orleans-style
ragtime on Feb. 11.
• The Hartford Ballet, which
combines classical ballet with
modem dance, will perform on
March 4 and 5.
So far, only one concert is
scheduled.
Loverboy,
which
team8 with Quarterflash, will
play in the Fieldhouse on Feb. 9.

Sam Goza, director of ASUM
Programming, said the Greg
Kihn Band, which was booked to
give a concert in the Ballroom
later this month, canceled yester
day.
The only lecture scheduled for
Winter Quarter is part of the
continuing Audubon wildlife film
series. The speaker will be Albert
Karvonen, a wildlife film
producer from Canada. The title
of Karvonen’s lecture and film
will be “ Land of the Shortgrass
Prairie.”
Other movies this winter will
include Midnight Cowboy, The
Birds and My little Chickadee.
Goza said he is pleased with the
entertainment arranged by
Programming this year.
“ What’s nice is we’ve included
a lot more jazz,” Goza said. “ I
think jazz is a lot more accessible
to the students. They can identify
with it more.”
Goza added that Programming
has provided less chamber music
recitals this year than in the past.
Other lectures and concerts are
possible, Goza said. Michael
Murphy may be here and Goza

mentioned several others who
might appear, though he would
not release names.
So there are other things to do
besides read New Yorker comics
in the library or down beers at the
Mo.
Check out Programming.

Western District Congressman
Pat Williams is scheduled to give
a speech titled “ A Capitol Hill
Perspective on Defense” on
Thursday, Jan. 7, at 8 p.m. in the
underground lecture hall.
Williams’ talk kicks off a series
of lectures that are part of a new
environmental studies class
called “ Warfare in a Fragile
World,” taught by University of
Montana zoology professor Bert
Pfeiffer. The lecture will be broad
cast over KUFM immediately
afterward.
Williams is an opponent of the
proposed MX missile system. He
will discuss the Reagan ad
ministration’s proposed buildup
of nuclear arms.
On Friday, Williams will host a
breakfast meeting by the Mis
soula Women for Peace. Later
that same day, he is scheduled to
speak at a noon luncheon in the
Carousel Lounge. In the after
noon and evening, he will be in
Hamilton holding “ Listening
Post” meetings, a series of one-onone sessions with constituents.
Saturday afternoon, Williams
is scheduled to meet with the
Western Montana Co-operative to
discuss economic issues at 12:15
p.m. at the Club Chateau in East
Missoula.

Don Clark, director o f inter
national education at Montana
State University in ' Bozeman,
will speak Thursday, Jan. 13, in
the second lecture o f the series.
The lecture series will continue
through March 10 as follows:
• Jan. 20: Daniel Lieberg,
nuclear civil protection planner,
M on ta n a
State
D isa ster
Emergency Services Division,
Helena.
• Jan. 27: Lt. Col. E.L.
Burchfield, 341st Missile Wing,
Malmstrom Air Force Base,
Great Falls.
• Feb. 3: Stephen Speckart,
M.D., Missoula Physicians for
Social Responsibility.
• Feb. 10: Ronald Erickson,
director/professor, Environmen
tal Studies Program, University
of Montana.
• Feb. 17: Walter Koostra,
associate professor, Department
of Microbiology, UM.
• Feb 24: Mike Kadas, director,
Student Action Center, ASUM.
• March 3: Paul Lauren,
associate professor, Department
of History, UM.
• March 10: Bert Pfeiffer,
p r o fe s s o r, D epartm en t o f
Zoology, UM.
• Ken W olfe, V ietn a m
Veteran.

Tipsters claim Gen. D ozier dead
VERONA, Italy (AP)-Three
anonymous callers to Rome
newspapers said yesterday that
Red Brigades terrorists had killed
kidnapped U.S. Brig. Gen. James
Dozier, and that his body would
be found at a farmhouse in
central Italy.
In past kidnappings, the Red
Brigades have said that they had
killed their kidnap victims when
in fact they had not. Verona
police said they were in 
vestigating the calls to La
Repubblica’s Rome and Milan
offices and to II Messagero’s
office in Pescara. They gave no
other information.
All three callers said the body
of the NATO general, who was
abducted from his home in

Verona Dec. 17, would be found 30
miles from Pescara. They did not
say when.
U.S. Defense Department of
ficials in Washington said they
had received no information to
substantiate the report.
“ Listen well,” the caller to the
Rome office of La Repubblica
said, according to a telephone
operator there. “This is the Red
Brigades. We have done justice-to
the dirty American general
Dozier. His body is in Abruzzo, in
a farmhouse between the towns of
Popoli and Bussi, 30 miles from
Pescara, near the Montedison
plant.”
Police and carabinieri, the
param ilitary police, began
searches in the place where the

callers said the bddy would be
found.
During the kidnapping of
former Premier Aldo Moro in
1978, the Red Brigades claimed
they had killed him, but, after
police searched a lake where they
said his body could be found, the
terrorists said he was still alive.
Moro was found murdered in
Rome on May 9, 1978.
Earlier, Italian police released
five composite drawings of the
Red Brigades terrorists who kid
napped Dozier from his apart
ment in this northern Italian city.
The drawings were prepared
from descriptions by Judith
Dozier, the general’s wife, and by
neighbors.

opinions

letters-

O p in io n in its place

Chip of Gibraltar
Editor: It is time for me to bid
goodbye and good riddance to all
of you. But before I depart I would
like to take time to reflect upon
this university and its young
blood
inhabitants,
meaning
those who have nothing to worry
about, yet continually “ bitch”
about all they have to worry
about. But first, a little historical
information about myself so that
maybe you can understand where
I am coming from (although I
doubt it will help).
By the time I was sixteen years
old, I was into every street drug
available. I ran away from home
several times until I was finally
kicked out. My hair was well
below shoulder length, and the
only clothing I wore was of the
jean type, even my underwear. I
smoked Marlboros none of this
phony Merit crap. I had a chip on
my shoulder at the world as big as
the Rock of Gibraltar. Was I
tough or what? Hell no, I was a
punk and playing the role.
I attended school in a rich white
suburb complete with jocks and
airhead cheerleaders on one side,
and a whole precinct of rednecks
bused in every day and bused out
every night on the other side.
Since I was cliqued as a hippie
druggie sort, I was never the
biggest socialite in the school, if
you know what I mean. But from
my vantage point, as I call it, I
used to hear these well to do kids
complain constantly about the
way something should be, and if
they had this or that how things
would be; like nothing else in the
world vvas of major concern (this
was near the end of Vietnam). I
dropped out swearing there was
no need for a high school diploma
and jumped into the world of
Uncle Sam ’s mean green
machine. I just happed to be one
of the youngest persons in at that
time (legally anyway).
I quickly cured myself of the
drug problem by switching to
alcohol. Ahhhh, what a relief
until my guts started coming up.
However, I soon had both beat
and started getting into shape; all
Without the help o f Nike, Brooks,
diets and running books.
Part of my tour in the Army
was in a place called Korea. Most
of you only know of the place
because o f the T.V. show
M.A.S.H. There I patrolled
between the two Koreas. Did you
know that there were two? One
time in particular I will never

A few definitions according to the Scribner-Bantam
Dictionary:
Newspaper— a paper published, usually weekly or
daily, containing news, editorials, advertisements and
other features.
Editorial— an article in a newspaper or magazine
expressing the opinions o f the editors or management.
Opinion— belief or judgment; estimation or ap
praisal.
The Montana Kaimin is, and does, all these things: It
publishes news and editorials, and its editors convey
their opinions on national, local and campus events, as
well as the actions o f prominent national, local and
campus personalities.
We—the dozen or so editors and reporters—put out
six-to-sixteen page newspapers Tuesday through Fri
day. While our job never ends — someone, somewhere is
doing something that is newsworthy to somebody else
— we cannot make you, the reader, read critically and
constructively. That is your responsibility. News and
opinion are consumed and digested by readers, and
they must make their own stands by synthesizing fact
and interpretation.
Oftentimes, though, readers do not accurately discern
between editorials and news, and they blend the two.
This misleads readers, distorting their conclusions not
only about editorials and news, but also about
newspapers.
News is gathered by reporters who collect informa
tion from both representatives on an issue. That
reporter’s presentation o f the information is factual and
is devoid o f personal opinion or feelings.
Opinion, on the other hand, is based on news. People
and issues make the news because they contain
opposition, conflict, two sides. An editorialist examines
the information and weighs the two sides for validity
and feasibility. He then takes a stand and presents
evidferide for1iiS“c'oftclusion. * ' “"*** ’
As with any-newspaper, the Kaimin provides both
news and opinion. Opinions, expressing an individual’s
assessment eft point o f view, appear on page 2, and the
page is titled “ opinion.” What appears on this page is
biased. That is one o f its functions. It is used not only by
the editorial staff, but also by students, staff and
faculty who have a cause, a complaint or an observa
tion.
Page 1 and remaining pages o f the Kaimin contain
news. What appears on these pages is information
written to present two sides. That is the function of
such pieces: to provide readers with facts so they may
intelligently scrutinize their environment.
We at the Kaimin urge our readers to think about the
role newspapers play in society. Information is
available to everyone, and newspapers are merely a
convenient vehicle for information to get to readers. But
as you read, recall whether you are reading news or
opinion. Both appear for specific purposes, but both are
self-defeating if their intentions are misunderstood.
______
—S teph an ie H an son

DOONESBURY
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forget was the patrol on
December 24, 1975. It was below
zero and dull as usual, but my
thoughts couldn’t help turning to
my friends who were by now in
college, at home with their
families. Were they thinking of
me? Did they even know where I
was? I remember laughing and
cursing, and then they were gone
from my mind. I mean, come on,
they were American college
students thinking of important
things like where to party, or
where the next revealment of
some stupid mini-scandal would
come from, or what trail to take
next and where to set up camp.
After I got out of the Army I
decided to try my hand at getting
an education because I wasn’t
going to end up where I started. I
received my diploma while in the
Army and even some college
credits. As it turned out, this was
the only college that accepted me.
From what I had been ac
customed to, this was Shangri-La
big time; full of idealistic little
kids with so many opinions, yet
no knowledge behind those
opinions. This was considered
very dangerous where I came
from.
Now, four-and-a-half years
later I can reflect even more. This
is a place where “intellectuals”
live and work and it seems to
have the same problems as
everywhere. Same bureaucratic
hassles, financial problems,
e m p lo y e e - e m p lo y e r g a p s
(faculty/administration) etc. I’ve
seen several new parking lots put
in, a fence halfway around the
football field, a new building, and
the liberal Arts building con
verted into a cave, while the
whole time cuts in faculty and
programs have been made. Is
there a connection? And this, a
community of intellectuals.
Yes, these students sure have it
rough coming from a warm home
to a warm university and hopeful
ly to a warm job. All they have to
do is get through four tough years
of college, (oh how tough it is).
T h is
y e a r , tw o $ 1 ,0 0 0
scholarships, among many, were
handed out. But were two of
special interest. One was to study
the problem of the lines in the
food service, and the other was to
study the effects of the peace
movements of the ’60s. WOW, can
you believe it? Such world
pressing problems these are. I’m
glad there were two deserving
students around to handle these
arduous tasks. We could all be
saved now, thank God! I thought
all was lost.
And then of course let’s not
forget our little return to naturers,
the Granolas and the sprouts.
Wouldn’t it be nice if we had a
sprout look-alike contest? How
about a Save the Three Mile
Island Dance? We could even get
the straightest orchestra in town
to play, and we could all bring our
dogs.
My point in all of this is that
students, American students in
particular, look at things in such
a shallow way, and not in a way
of the realities of the world we live
in today. Oh, they portray to say
they do in protests and such, but
they don’t. ’ They only see the
interest of their immediate con
cern of the moment. Nukes,
Coors, the Army, David Duke,
Calvin Klein and Gloria Vander
bilt jeans, the Bob Marshall;
these things are fine in their own
right, but must be seen in an
overall sphere of how they
happened and why there is a

problem. Are there any optimists
or positive positions? It seems
that no matter who is elected
president, he is no good because
o f single-interest concerns. Do
you understand the U.S. in its
overall world capacity? As a
great government? A leader still
in hundreds o f foreign and
domestic affairs? No, you don’t.
You see one thing thathaB a risk,
and immediately fly off on an
uncontrollable tangent, with ears
shut to all except those who
sympathize. And then easily
controlled answers are wanted,
and quickly. All this from your
little Shangri-La!! How dare you?
I laugh at you!! Leave it or go
somewhere before you come here
and see if you have the same
views. My past allows me to look
and understand and listen, yours
doesn’t. I’ve travelled around the
world and lived in countries
where you people would be “ per
sona non grata” for your opinions
and the “ world” laughs at you.
You’ve heard and read, but I’ve
seen and lived. The nuclear power
problem that is talked about, well
what about the number o f deaths
in this country related to conven
tional things. The U.S. is the only
country in the world where death
is talked o f in curves, graphs; by
the second, minute, and hour, and
all at the hands o f crime, cars,
accidents etc. Well the common
answer is, “ Well that is the risk
you take.” Say those words out
loud to yourself and think about
what you can use those words for.
I myself am against a military
buildup and the threat of nuclear
power, but I understand it in its
overall light, not just what the
word NUKE brings to my mind.
Well I am graduating and just
wanted to get this off my chest for
all to hear. I already know what is
coming because o f it, (rebuttals)
hecause unfortunately, I read the
Kaimin. I laugh at you, you
American college students who
are worrying about your four
finals in one week, and even two
in one day. After what I’ve been
through, I am proud to be
graduating. But for those who
went from high school, to college,
and now to work, what a waste if
all is in mind is just doing
something and not learning of
the world you live in.

P. J. Dermer
graduate,
history

political

scien ce/
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Alcohol studies class to further
prevention, treatment of alcoholism
By Renata Birkenbuel
K a im in Reporter

A class is being offered this
quarter on the basics of a favorite
campus pastime -r- alcohol comsumption.
In tro d u ctio n to A lc o h o l
Studies, or Social Work 489, is a
class being offered this quarter by
Richard Shields, associate
professor in that department. The
course, which is usually offered
once or twice a year, has been
taught by Shields for seven years.
According to Shields, the class
focuses on alcohol abuse and
related problems.
Alcohol as a drug, the causes of
alcohol abuse, physical and
medical effects o f alcohol,
alcoholism among Indians, fetal
alcohol syndrome, teenage
a lco h o lis m , treatm en t o f
alcoholism and alcohol treatment
facilities make up the focus of the
three-credit class.
Students are required to attend
at least one open Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting and write a

paper about it, Shields said. A
book critique on either a fiction or
n o n -fic tio n
w o rk a b o u t
alcoholism is also required.
Thirty-six students have enrolled
in the class this quarter.
Shields, a member of the Coun
ty Alcohol Board of Directors,
estimated that about 90 percent of
all students on any campus in the
country drink, but added that
most of these students drink
responsibly. He said that alcohol
problems on the University of
Montana campus are neither
more nor less severe than those
on any other college or university
campus around the country.
There are 10 to 15 AA meetings
in Missoula each week, Shields
said. UM has its own AA group
on campus that was started by
students for students. It is a selfhelp group that confronts student
drinking problems, and meets
once a week at the Ark, a campus
ministry located at 538 Universi
ty Ave.
Ken Sprott, a senior in social
work, is helping to organize a

THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS CURRENTLY
ACCEPTING RESIDENT ASSISTANT
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1982-83 ACADEMIC
YEAR. APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED AT
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE, ROOM 101, *
TURNER HALL, OR AT ANY OF THE RESPECTIVE
HALL DESKS. APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A
MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A. AND AN INTEREST IN
WORKING WITH PEOPLE. INTERVIEWS WILL BE
SCHEDULED DURING WINTER QUARTER, AND
NEW RESIDENT ASSISTANT WILL BE SELECTED
PRIOR TO THE END OF SPRING QUARTER.
QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO THESE POSITIONS
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE RESIDENCE
HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE
COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO THE
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY JANUARY 15,1982.

group of concerned UM faculty,
staff and students to discuss
alcohol abuse and related
problems on campus. The pur
pose of the group, Sprott said,
would be the prevention, educa
tion and treatment of alcoholism.
“ UM is behind other colleges in
addressing the problem in any
manner at all,” Sprott said.
Shields said there are many
definitions of alcoholism, but
that one view is this: if alcoholism
is causing any problem in
someone’s life, then it can be
termed alcoholism.
“ I’m not advocating a teetotaling society or prohibition,”
Shields said, “ but I want people to
be aware that alcohol is a drug
and is the number one abused
drug in our society.”
He added that if an individual
makes the decision to drink, that
individual should drink respon
sibly and moderately.
“ If we could do that, we could
prevent some of the alcoholic
problems,” Shields said.
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Student ‘body’ calendars
hot items at universities
College Press Service

A number o f campuses are
marking the new year on a new,
somewhat libidinous form of
entrepreneurial spirit—pin-up
style calendars featuring fullcolor photos of scantily-clad cam
pus beauties, available in both
male and female versions.
Ambitious students at various
campuses are making a nifty
profit from the new calendar
craze, with sales running into the
thousands o f dollars for several of
the publications. But not
everyone is rushing out to buy the
timely novelties, and one college
has even issued a resolution
condemning the calendars as
“ sexist.”
Todd Headlee, a business major
at Arizona State, takes credit for
starting the fad when he debuted
his “ 1981 Men of ASU” calendar
last January. Headlee says he
sold over 3,000 calendars the first
week they were released.
“ For 21 years at ASU there was
a girls’ calendar put out by one of
the fraternities,” Headlee recalls.
“ But it was never really marketed
until last Christmas when they
came out with the slogan ‘Girls of
ASU make great Christmas
gifts.’ That’s when I came up with
the idea of coming out with a
men’s calendar.”
Headlee’s 1981 calendar used
pictures of “ really attractive”
male students at ASU, featuring
a different model for each month
of the year. “ But they were all
fully clothed,” Headlee quickly
adds, noting the photos were

“ done
ta s t e fu lly
and
professionally, in no way por
nographic.”
Since the ASU calendar hit the
bookstores, dozens of other cam
puses have picked up the idea.
At Michigan State, students
can choose “The Men of MSU
Calendar,” which features bare
chested,
“ clean-cut”
male
students in a variety of poses, or
the newly-released “ Women of
MSU,” which shows a “ cross
section” o f attractive women clad
in swimsuits and low-cut dresses.
Marty Karabees, an MSU
senior in industrial design, con
cocted the “ Men of MSU Calen
dar” after seeing Headlee’s ASU
calendar.
“ The calendar is a product of
the eighties,” Karabees says,
“ not something that could have
happened five years ago.” The 13
students pictured are “ a great
group of guys, not just goodlooking, but people too.”
Soon after Karabees published
his calendar, another student
brought out a female version.
Both MSU calendars are
reported to have sales in the
thousands. University officials
say there have been few com
plaints about them.
But the idea caused complaint
at Iowa State. “ The Women of
Iowa State 1982 Calendar,”
released this fall by Des Moines
businessman Barney Tabach,
has been a center of controversy.
Members of the ISU faculty and
the Government of the Student
Body (GSB) have denounced the
calendar as stereotypical and

unrepresentative.
The GSB recently passed a
resolution asserting that “ the
calendar reinforces the fallacy
that women are objects of enter
tainment” and that it contributes
to “ the perpetuation of this
stereotype.”
“ Some of the women’s groups
on campus were disgusted by the
calendar,” says GSB Vice Presi
dent T. J. Hentges, who co
sponsored the resolution. “ I
would hope that in a college
campus situation, people could
find a variety of interesting
things to view besides the
beautiful people.”
Faculty members are similarly
critical. “The women are seen as
sex objects,” says Jean Adams,
economics professor and head of
the University Committee on
Women. She says the calendar
doesn’t represent ISU women,
calling it “ sexist.”
“ Sexism is a relative term,”
says calendar publisher Tabach.
“ I don’t think we misrepresented
women at ISU.

TRADING POST

SALOON
YOU CAN AFFORD U S 7

D IM E N IG H T V’ilo \
10$ BEER
J
1.00 P ITC H E R S *
50$ H I-B A LLS
$

S T R IP

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
FULL MOON
BOOGIE!

o o u

Poor M onroe is Back!
Biueerass at its best.

PNROE

NO CODER CHARGE
Music Begins at 9:30 p.m.

HANSEN’S

Happy Hour 5:30-7 p.m.

Missoula’s, Ice Cream Store

SPECIAL
for January

Any Honey Ice Cream Dessert
Two for the Price of One
open ’til 10:30 p.m. Sunday-Thursday
’til midnight Friday & Saturday

519 S. Higgins Ave.

549-6825

CAFE 8c
CAFE BAR
OPEN

FRL. JAN. 9

Connie's

Q o n n is S

130 W. Pine 549-2000
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■W®M SlBi
THE WORLD
• The British govern
ment yesterday granted
$173 million in financial aid
to Northern Ireland, where
one worker in five is un
employed.
N orth ern
I r e la n d
Secretary James Prior said
the British government’s
aim was to create 9,000 jobs
and help restore political
stability in the British
province, where sectarian
violence has killed at least
2,170 people since August
1969.
• Mike Mansfield, U.S.
am bassador to Japan,
y e ste rd a y
c r it ic iz e d
America’s European allies
for failing to back President
Ronald Reagan in his ef
forts to lead the Western
alliance. .“ They didn’t think
President Jimmy Carter
could do it. Now they have a
president who is endeavor
ing to be the leader. . . they
just dragged their feet or
moved off to one side. He
can’t lead alone because he
just isn’t that powerful,”
Mansfield said. He also was
critical o f Japan’s protec
tionist trade policies.
• Polish students are
re p o rte d ly tr y in g to
organize an underground

resistance to the martial
law regime, and the Soviet
Union pledged yesterday to
plow nearly $4 billion into
Poland’s economy.
P o la n d ’ s
a rm y
newspaper reported that
students from the Warsaw
Medical Academy had pass
ed out leaflets attempting to
rally students into passive
resistance. A British stu
dent
a r r iv in g
in
Copenhagen from Warsaw
yesterday said other leaflets
distributed in Poland urge
workers to “ act like
morons,” work slowly and
claim sickness often.
Polish Foreign Trade
M in is t e r
T ad eu sz
Nestorowicz flew to Moscow
and signed an agreement
designed to* rebuild the.
P o lish eco n o m y w ith
deliveries of Soviet fuel, raw
materials and machinery,
the Soviet news agency
Tass reported. News of the
trade agreement stirred
hopes that Poland soon
would be able to repay some
of its debts to Western
banks.
• A British judge came
under attack yesterday for
failing to jail a man who
confessed to raping a 17year-old hitchhiker and for
telling the victim she was

guilty of “ contributory
n e g lig e n c e .”
A
spokeswoman for Women
Against Rape said the light
sentence and the judge’s
comments “ could only serve
to encourage people to rape
many women, particularly
teen-age girls who can’t
travel about the country
any other way” than by
hitchhiking.
THE NATION
• T h e R ea g a n a d 
ministration neared com
pletion yesterday of a fiscal
1983 budget that will seek
new tax increases, further
cuts in social programs and
fatten the military spen
ding plan.
P r e s id e n t
R eagan
already has decided to ask
Congress for cuts of more
than $30 billion in domestic
programs and will make up
his mind this week on how
large a package of tax
increases he will support to
keep the deficit under $100
billion, administration of
ficials said.
• T h e R ea g a n a d 
ministration will begin
briefing Congress today on
a proposed presidential
order that would let govern
ment officials invoke
national security more easi
ly and more often in keeping

inform ation from the
public. An initial draft of
the order would scrap Presi
dent Jimmy Carter’s 1978
rule that governm ent
secrecy be balanced against
the public’s right to know. It
would make national securi
ty the sole basis for deciding
whether to apply the
secrecy stamp.
• Despite deteriorating
relations with the Soviet
Union over its role in
Poland, the United States
plans to intensify com
m unications with the
Kremlin, possibly through a
summit meeting, Secretary
of State Alexander Haig
said yesterday. Haig made
it clear that this applies to
his own scheduled meeting
w ith S o v ie t F oreig n
Minister Andrei Gromyko
and perhaps a conference
this year between President
Reagan and Soviet Presi
dent Leonid Brezhnev.

THE STATE
• The federal govern
ment is threatening to
reduce funding for Mon
tana’s food stamp program
by $329,400 because of an
unacceptably high rate of
error in administration of
the program. The U.S.
Agriculture
Department

says Montana and 13 other
states that are making too
many mistakes have until
April 1 to come up with a
p la n
to co rre c t the
problems, .or must face
penalties. Montana is now
issuing about $20 million in
food stamps per year.
• The state Ethics Com
mission yesterday rejected
Attorney General Mike
Greely’s argument that the
Montana Code o f Ethics
applies only to conflicts
between a public official’s
private
“ financial”
in
terests and his public
duties.
Instead the commission
adopted a precedent-setting
interpretation that the code
covers all conflicts o f in
terest by public officials,
even those which do not
involve financial or eco
nomic gain.
The commission was
created by Secretary of
State Jim Waltermire and is
investigating an ethics
complaint against Greely.
Procedures established
by Waltermire for the com
mission appear to allow the
commission to make all its
decisions by mail ballot and
w it h o u t
p u b lic
deliberations. This may be
incompatible with state
open-meeting requirements.

U.C. REC. CENTER
N O W F O R M IN G

Bowling, Billiards and
Table Tennis Leagues
‘ Bowling League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s, & Women's 4-person teams. Play begins
Jan. 19, rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. cost is S50/team for all lineage.
Tournament to determine champion—March 8- 12.

‘ B illia r d s L e a g u e :
Leagues offered in Co-Rec. Men's. & wom en’s 2-person teams. Play begins
Jan. 18 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2.p.m. Cost is $20/team. Tournament
to determine champion March 8-12.

W ouldn’t you rather be
playing ping pong
or pool?

‘ Table Tennis League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec. Men's, & wom en’s 2-person teams playing
singles. Play begins Jan. 19 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is
Sl5/team . Tournament to determine champion March 8-12.

Do you really
have a 395
average?

T e a m R o ste rs are d u e
b y 2 :0 0 p .m . Jan. 14, 1 9 8 2
Turn Rosters in to U.C. Rec. Center desk.
‘League play accumulates points
towards ALL SPORTS TROPHY
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For More Information Call
U.C. Rec. 243-2733

Food waste hurts pigs, people
By Laura Harrawood

Qui Corporation, the YWCA
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Battered Women’s Shelter, the
S a lv a tio n A rm y and the
Missoula food businesses dis Birch wood Youth Hostel, among
card a lot of food that could be
others, participate. With more
eaten by people or pigs, according
food stamp and welfare support
to e n v iro n m e n ta l stu dies
cuts, Brieger said, she expects an
graduate student Luci Brieger, even greater demand for the food
who conducted a food waste study in the future.
In order to calculate the
as an independent study project
amount of food thrown away by
last quarter.
Her study was restricted to each of the nine major grocery
stores, Brieger considered waste
major grocery stores, warehouse
suppliers, bakeries and dairies in in the various departments
separately, and made cost and
Missoula, and her aim was to find
waste calculations monthly. In
out how much food being thrown
away could be eaten or used for making her calculations, Brieger
said she “ completely neglected”
compost.
the small convenience stores
The study was “ incomplete,” because they throw away
Brieger said, as she did not look at relatively little food.
the amount o f prepared food
The produce sections of grocery
discarded by restaurants or try to stQres and warehouses throw out
determine the most efficient use at least 159,000 pounds of edible
of the food items that had passed food and 165,000 pounds of
their market expiration dates. produce suitable for animal feed
However, she did discover there is or compost a year, Brieger said,
a demand for the discarded food. based on her observations over
In Missoula, there are eight the low-volume autumn months.
establishm ents that either
Eight of the 11 bakeries (which
prepare or distribute food to those include one each in the nine
who need it. They use food that is grocery stores) throw away the
no longer appealing to shoppers equivalent of 45,760 one-pound
but is still nutritious.
loaves of bread a year, Brieger
The Poverello Center, the Qua- said, while the other three give

College grads must
work to find work
College Press Service

The employment outlook for
1982 graduates, depending on
field o f study and geographic
location, will either be “ very
good, or very, very bad,” accor
ding to preliminary findings from
a Michigan State University
study on recruitment trends.
The annual study foresees that
chemical engineers will com
mand the highest salaries among
graduates this spring, while
education majors probably will
draw the lowest salaries and
experience the most difficulty
finding jobs.
“ This will be a very unique
year, unlike we’ve ever had
before,” reports John Shingleton,
director of MSU’s placement
service, which conducts the
study. “There is a very high
demand for jobs in some dis
ciplines and geographic areas,
and a very low demand in certain
other disciplines and locations.
We’re seeing vast extremes in
hiring practices. Everything
either went up or went down.”
On the up side are such dis
ciplines as computer science,
e n g in e e rin g ,
a c c o u n tin g ,
marketing and transportationrelated majors. Job seekers in
those areas can expect to find
good jobs at competitive salary
levels, Shingleton says.
“ The market will be high on
anything relating to high
technology, and low on dis

cip lin e s su ch as n a tu ra l
resources, fisheries and wildlife
and arts and letters,” Shingleton
says.
Chemical engineers with fouryear degrees will earn around
$26,000 their first year out of
school, Shingleton predicts, while
education majors will fight for
jobs offering yearly salaries of
around $13,000.
Other studies, however, claim
the teaching job market will
improve by the mid-eighties.
Location will make a big
difference in whether grads find
em p loy m en t th is s p rin g ,
Shingleton points out.
“ The market in the midwest is
drying up,” according to
Shingleton, “ while the southwest
and sunbelt areas look very
good.”
■Although the job prospects for
liberal arts majors in general will
be less than rosy, Shingleton
believes that good planning and
preparation will net most
graduates a job this summer.
“ The market is tightening up a
little, but there are jobs out there.
People are just going to have to
work a little harder to get work.”

An ordinary man can . . .
surround himself with two thou
sand books... and thenceforward
have at least one place in the
world in which it is possible to be
happy.
—Augustine Birrell

25%on OFF
all
Sterling Silver and
T urqu oise Rings
Reg. from $6 to *35
• A m p le P arking
• N e x t to th e C o lo n e l on
B r o a d w a y a n d in P o iso n
• 5 4 2 -2 7 0 9
• L o ca lly o w n e d & o p e r a te d .
• 1 0 -6 D aily

their waste to charity or pig
farmers.
$ Three of five dairies pour at
least 2,080 gallons of milk down
the drain a year, while the other
two give the outdated milk to
charity and pig farmers, accor
ding to Brieger’s calculations.
Collectively, the dairies throw
away 1,390 pounds of cheese.
The canned and frozen food
waste was hard to calculate,
according to Brieger, because she
could not obtain warehouse
statistics for these items and
because the cans were of varying
sizes. But she estimated that
1,080 one-pound cans of food a
year are thrown away by local
grocery stores.
All outdated meat is sent to a
rendering plant.
Even though this estimated five
percent waste, or “ shrink,” of the
food businesses’ total orders is
expected by the owners, Brieger
said, a considerable number of
people could be fed by it. Distribu
tion and storage costs should not
be much, she said, because those
who need the food are “ out
looking for it.”
Brieger said she hopes grocery
store, warehouse and manufac
turer policies will change, so that
the food can be distributed to
charities, rather than destroyed.
These businesses should be
aware that people need the food,
she said, and provide a place and
time for charities and farmers to
pick it up for “the humaneness of
it.” It seems the stores would have
more to gain than lose in public
relations, she added.
A “ network,” or communica
tion problem, also prevents the
distribution of food, Brieger said,
because some charities don’t,
know what is available to them.
Schools, churches and social
groups could help the charities in
gathering and preparing the
food, Brieger suggested, if there
were more com m unication
among the groups.
Individual consumers can help
reduce waste, Brieger said, by not
being so demanding, or “ snooty”
in their grocery shopping, and by
buying products with earlier
expiration dates if they will be
used quickly.
Brieger said she hopes her
study will raise public awareness
of the problem and prod others to
conduct studies on the “ best use”
of food waste and economical
distribution. “ That’s the next
step,” she said.

ENDS THURSDAY! SHOWS AT 8:00 P.M. ONLY

c *

TRIUM PHANT
FILM.
T H E MAGIC
FLUTETSAN
ABSOLUTELY
DAZZLING FILM
ENTERTAINMENT
so full o f beauty, intelligence, wit
and fun that it becom es a testimonial
not only to mans possibilities but also to
his high spirits. It is, first and foremost,
Mr. Bergmans exuberant tribute to
Mozarts genius...bursting with the life
o f an exquisite stage production?
—Vincent Canby. New VbrkTimes
Carmen F. Zollo presents

Ingmar Bergman’s

W 3VLAGIC cFT5UTEr
The Unique and Beautiful New

WILMA III
_________________

Cinema of the Dove____________________

G round F loor (B asem en t) Level W ilm a B ldg. •

131 S. Higgins

S43-7341

ICM ARTISTS, LTD., PRESENTS

E M A N U E L A X , PIANIST
IN AN

“ALL BEETHOVEN PROGRAM”
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13,1981 AT 8:00 PM .
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
88.50/87.00/35.50 — GENERAL ADMISSION
84.50 - STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
Tickets Available at University Center Box office, 243-4383
S P O N S O R E D B Y T H E ASTTM P E R F O R M I N G A R T S S E R I E S

ASUM
is now accepting applications
for a student to serve on the

Missoula City Council
and for a student to serve on the

Auxiliary Service’s
Board of Directors
For more information, please contact

ASUM at 243-2451
Applications available in UC, 105
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Security officer mistakenly shoots
student playing ‘assassin’ game
College Press Service

LO NG B E A C H , C a lif.—
Officials at Cal State UniversityLong Beach are still piecing
together the facts surrounding
the Dec. 5 shooting of a student
believed to have been playing a
simulated assassination game.
Meanwhile, the college law
en forcem ent com m u nity is
rallying to take precautions to
avoid similar incidents on other
campuses.
Cal State student Michael
Reagan was shot twice by cam
pus security officer Stephen King,
an 11-year veteran o f the depart
ment, when King mistook a toy
gun that Reagan was bran
dishing for a real gun. Reagan,
who was hospitalized in critical
condition, is expected to recover
fully from the wounds.
“ Officer King was patrolling
the campus on the night of the
shooting,” recalls CSU-LB Direc
tor of Public Affairs Bob Breunig,
“ when he saw two people getting
out of a car and cocking what
appeared to be shotguns.”

When King told the students to
halt, Breunig says, Reagan
pointed his toy weapon at the
officer. King, unaware the gun
was a toy, fired, hitting Reagan
twice.
Although Reagan denies he
wag playing an assassination
game, police suspect he was part
of one similar to those popular on
other campuses nationwide.
Jack Brick, head of the campus
police, says Reagan claimed he
and his friend were playing hideand-seek at the time.
Brick says that King was
blameless. “ It was dark and
foggy, and they were carrying
replicas of M-16 semi-automatic
rifles, complete with scopes. The
officer had no way of knowing
they,were toys.”
Before the incident, a growing
number of campuses and college
police officers had actively disap
proved of the assassination
games—which are called names
like Killer, Godfather, Assassin
and KAOS (for Killing As An
Organized Sport.) At least eight

campuses have banned the gam&
in which students stalk ana
“ attack” each other with toy guns
or rubber darts.
This fall, University of Florida
campus police officer Atkins
Warren warned that the game
could “ turn into a real disaster” if
officers saw students stalking
through the university. Tulane
police officers issued a similar
warning last spring.
“ We didn’t even know the
games existed,” Brick says. “ But
now we’ve gotten calls from all
over the country about similar
games on other campuses. The
UCLA chief of police told me his
officers almost fired at a bunch of
students who jumped out at them
from some bushes. They had toy
guns and lampblack smeared all
over their faces, and dam near
got shot.”
International Association of
Campus Law Enforcement Ad
ministrators leader James
McGovern was “ shocked” when
informed of the Long Beach inci
dent.

ONE OF THE YEAR’S TEN B E S T TIME, RICHARD CORLISS: VILLAGE VOICE, ANDREW
SARRIS, J. HOBERMAN & CARRIE RICKER: L.A. TIMES,
KEVIN THOMAS & SHEILA BENSON: BOSTON GLOBE.

ThEbTSF?
\ > f S1S SO U TH H IG G IN S

classifieds
lost or found________________

for rent

STOLEN: HOUSE robbed Friday nite — Sony
cassette player, 12 tapes, red velvet jewelry box,
opal necklace, jade earrings, driftwood and
scashell mobiles —' all taken. Reward for any
info. — 721-4694._________________________ 42-4

CLOSE TO U. Furnished 2-bdrm. duplex, quiet
pets O.K. $195. 549-2955._________________ 44-1

ALL SENSE o f good taste. If found, don’t attend
65th FORESTERS BALL CONVO.
42-3

personals
STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP will be offered at
the CSD, Monday-Friday, Jan. 11-15, at 8 a.m. or
1 p.m. Call 243-4711._______________
43-2
R E C Y C L IN G T H E B L U E S ? Why not throw
them away and help us recycle cans and paper
instead. 11:00 today; ASUM Conference Room.
____________________________________________44-4
THEY ARE all standing still.___________

43-2

ACTUAL MOTION is from front to back, as in a
T.V. set, rather than from side to side.
43-2
LOOKING FOR a summer. job? U.S. Forest
Service and Bureau ofLand Management will be
at the Science Complex Room 225, Tuesday, Jan.
12,3:00-5:00 and 7:00-9:00 p.m. with employment
info and applications.____________________ 43-3
BORED THIS WINTER? Liven things up with
music classes from Bitterroot Music, classes
start next week. Call 728-1957.
41-3

CLEAN 2-BDRM. basement; near U. All utilities
pd.; carport $260 plus deposit Call after 4:00
43-3
p.m. 721-3137. ___________________

roommates needed
ROOM AVAILABLE, share bath, kitchen,
laundry facilities, older or returning student
$125. 410 N. Curtis, on bus route. 543-3288.
Barbara Trowbridge.
42-3

cooperative education
program
GLACIER PRODUCTIONS. M inoula - need* a)
Office Manager, upper division preferred.
Business Education major with office m gm t
skills, 20 hr/wk, $5/hr.; b) Person Friday,
production/promotion field, Journalism, PR,
layout skills, 10-15.hr/wjc, $3.50/hr. QL: 15 Jan.
82. For further info on all internship. Main Hall
125.________________________________
46-3
GLACIER PRODUCTIONS, Missoula — needs a)
Office Manager, upper division preferred.
Business Education major with office mgmt.
skills, 20 hr/wk, $5/hr.; b) Person Friday,

MSLA REHAB CENTER needs Personal Care
Attendants for 1*3 qrts., paid positions, max. 6
hr./da. Reap, for providing care to disabled
individuals and assist with training clients in
independent living skills. DL: 12 Jan. 82. 42-4
BURLINGTON NORTHERN: $1300-$1500/mo.
DOE, approx. 9 mo., Wildlife/Forestry
background, emphasis on experience. DL: 15
Jan. 82._________________________________ 42-4
STATE LANDS: Vol. or work-study, 10-15 hrs/wk,
2 positions: writing skills, editing to write and
revise scripts, activity plans for orientations,
presentations, etc. Wntr and Spr qtr. DL: 13 Jan.
82.______________________________________ 42-4
WORKSHOPS: REGARDING BLM and NPS
seasonal application. Jan. 8, LA 306, 11 am &
Jan. 11,7 pm. Sign up for packet, Main Hall 125,
X-2815*
...
42-3

instruction

______________

GUITAR, BANJO, Mandolin and Fiddle classes
start next week $25 for 6 week course. Just call
728-1957 to sign up. Class size limited. Bitterroot
Music, 528 S. Higgins.____________________ 41-3

E U R O P E : B A B Y S IT T IN G F O R $. Choose
your employer from high socioeconomic
families. Benefits include: rm /bd, salary,
vacation. Info available on Switzerland and 12
other countries. Send $10 cash/check to C.
Steinbruchel, PO Box 152, 8025, Zurich,
Switzerland.
43-2

transportation
RIDE NEEDED to Columbia Falls Friday, Jan.
8th, after 5 p.m. Return Sunday p.m. Share gas.
728-8297._________________________________ 42-4
SAVE $300.00 - 2 tickets Msla. to Wash. D.C. $250
each or best offer. Call 251-4761 after 5.
42-5

Bookstore
U n iv e rs ity C e n te r
P.O. Box 9148
M issouls, M ontana 5 9 8 0 6

U o f M Cam pus
(4 0 8 ) 2 4 3 -4 9 2 1

TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
production/promotion field, Journalism, PR,
layout skills, 10-15 hr/wk, $3.50/hr. DL: 15 Jan.
82. For further info on all internship, Main Hall
125.______________________________________ 46-3

help wanted

H E L P W AN TED : M O TH ER N A T U R E needs
recyclers . . . no experience necessary. 11:00
today; ASUM Conference Room.
44-1

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

Bryan Thornton - General Manager

WE’VE MOVED from the Ballroom to the U.Cs
Theatre — 65th Foresters’ Ball Convo. Mon.,
Jan. 11 at 8:00 PM — FREE.
42-3

BAR PERSONNEL wanted, must be able to work
nights. Apply at the Stadium — 125 So. 3rd W.
721-4895.
,_____________________________ 43-2

MONTANA PREMIERE!

1. Do not remove price tags.
2. Full refunds on textbooks will be allowed
during the first two weeks of the current
quarter, under the following conditions:
SAVE YOUR RECEIPT. You must pre
sent a cash register receipt with the
current dollar amount of the books.
Do not write in or soil your book if you
think you will change your class. A
marked book is a used book and 75%
will be refunded. We cannot issue re
funds on workbooks that have been
written in. We reserve the right to
pass judgment on condition of re
turned items.
.3. Charged items require original sales slip
for return.
4. For one additional week you may return
books if you present verification of
withdrawal from the registrar’s office
when you change or drop a class for
which you have purchased a book. Books
returned must be in original purchased
condition — a new book that has been
written in will NOT be returnable.
5. After the refund period is over you will be
requested to keep books until the buy
back scheduled during finals.

A son returns home to
help in his father’s moon
shine business and finds
it’s life in the fast lane.
Robert and Jim Mitchum
star in this spirited
adventure film. ______

DATES TO REMEMBER
January 20 —
Last refunds without drop/ad
January 27 —
Last refunds with drop/ad
March 15-19 —
Buy Back

typing______________________
SH A M R O C K P R O F E S SIO N A L S E R V IC E S .
Word processor for all error-free typing needs,
also weekends and evenings by appointment.
251-3828, 251-3904.______________________ 42-38
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.

41-78

WORD PROCESSOR and IBM typing. Lynn, 5498074; thesis specialist/editor.
42-38

s h a r p — SIAS
MISSOULA THEATRES

WILMA I
Chevy Chase In
“MODERN PROBLEMS”
7:30 P.M. 8 9:30 P.M.

WILMA II
Geo. C. Scott • Timothy Hutton
"TAPS"
7:00 P.M, A 9:20 P.M.

WILMA III
Ingmar Bergman's
Film of Mozart's
T H E MAGIC FLUTE”
_______ 8:00 P.M. Only

ROXY
Walt Disney's “CINDERELLA”
6:00 P.M.—7:25 P.M.—8:50 P.M.
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Blue Cross of Montana claim
forms are no longer necessary to
process your claims for
outpatient hospital or doctor
benefits. Just provide Blue Cross
of Montana with the itemized
statement you receive from your
hospital or doctor which must
indicate the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DATES of service
CARE or T R EA TM EN T rendered
D IA G N O SIS or diagnosis code
Breakdown of CHARGES
Patient’s NAME
ADDRESS
S.S. # number

If you are hospitalized as an
inpatient, give your Blue Cross ID
numbers to the hospital and they
will file your claim.
If you have any questions, please
contact the Blue Cros%
representative at:
ST U D E N T HEALTH SERVICE

Blue Cross Office
634 Eddy
Missoula, Montana 59812
728-0457
549-7626

Blue Cross
of Montana

Regular doses o f aspirin
could make people healthier
'VEST/IU1MNT4

7,

Above the Rishashay and Crystal Theater

515 S. Higgins

W A S H IN G T O N (A P ) —
S tudies o f the d iffe re n t
chemistries of men and women
are reinforcing suggestions that
aspirin can help both sexes to live
longer, a researcher said yester
day.
Estelle Ramey, professor of
physiology and biophysics at
Georgetown University, said
research suggests that regular
doses of aspirin can reduce the
chance of heart attacks and
strokes.
A number o f studies on animals
have shown that aspirin, along
with other drugs that share
aspirin’s ability to slow blood
clotting, can be beneficial, Ramey
said.
But researchers have not yet

Ph. 542-0002'%

Lunch at the Lily

Thursday
M u shroom Quiche
Chicken M u shroom Crapes

Friday
Ortega Chili Quiche
Crab Crapes

Lunch 11:30 a.m. — 2 p.m.

K E G NIGH T TO N IG H T
Free K eg Tapped at 1 0 :0 0 P.M.
featu rin g STRAIT LACE

Monday, January 11
Back b y Popular Demand

NORTON BUFFALO
with
Paradise Valley Band

All happening downtown at the Forum
Tickets available at Budget Tapes, Eli's, W orden's, UC Bookstore, Acapulco.

UNIVERSITY
CENTER
CPA Luncheon
Outfitting & Packing Course
Free Film: "Thunder Road"
Delta Kappa Gamma Brunch
Center Course Registration
Recreation & Land Management Meeting
Third Annual Nordic Ski Week
Outdoor Program Films:
"Good Time Skiing" and "Skinny Skiing"
Outdoor Program Slide Show
Central Board
Music Days
Outdoor Program: Five Valleys
. Nordic Ski Patrol
Outdoor Program: Bill March on
Int'l Climbing
MSU Alumni Gathering
Rebecca Webb Gallery Show
1st National Bank 24 Hour Teller
Copy Center
Copper Commons
Gold Oak
Gold Oak Sandwich Shop
Bookstore
Recreation Center

Recreation Annex

Men's Gym
Grizzly Pool

UC Gallery

Jan.
7
Jan.
7
Jan.
7
Jan.
9
Jan. 11-15
Jan.
12-15
Jan.
12-14

Noon
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
10 p.m.
11 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

MT Rooms
MT Rooms
Ballroom
MT Rooms
Ticket Office
MT Rooms
Mall

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

12
13
13
14 & 15

7
7
7
8

Lounge
Lounge
MT Rooms
Ballroom

Jan.

15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7 p.m.

Lounge

Jan. 15
Jan.
16
Jan. 4-22

7 p.m.
10:30 a.m.

Lounge
MT Rooms
Lounge

Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. & Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Public Swim
Mon.-Sat.
Sat. & Sun.
Fitness Swim
Mon.-Fri.
Noon-1 p.m.

8:30-5 p.m.
7 a.m .-ll p.m.
11 a.m .-ll p.m.
9 a.m.-l p.m.
11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
9 a.m .-ll p.m.
9 a.m.-Midnight
Noon-Midnight
Noon-11 p.m.
8 a.m .-ll p.m.
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
l l a.m.-8 p.m.
Noon-8 p.m.
7 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sat.
Mon.-Fri.

7:30-9 a.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
8-9 a.m.
5-6 p.m.
9-9:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-2 p.m.
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Please C all 243-4103 fo r additional inform ation.

determined exactly what dose is
best. In the meantime, she said,
men might consider taking one
aspirin a day and women a half
aspirin every other day.
“ It’s an innocuous preparation
for most people, provided they
take it with plenty of fluid,” she
told reporters at the annual
meeting of the American Associa
tion for the Advancement of
Science. “ I don’t know what it
will do. It can help but it can’t
hurt.”
Both sexes produce hormones
which slow blood clotting and
others that speed clotting. Heart
attacks and strokes, can be
triggered by clots that block veins
or arteries and cause stress on the
heart and blood vessels.' Thus,
substances that prevent clots
lower the likelihood of strokes
and heart attacks.
Aspirin seems to interrupt the
action of the hormones that speed
clotting, Ramey said, and if it is
given in the proper dosage, it
won’t block the beneficial hor
mones that slow clotting.
Women need less aspirin than

men, Ramey said, because female
systems produce less of the clotpromoting hormones. That is one
reason that women live longer
than men, Ramey said. The
average American woman now
lives to be almost 80, about nine
years longer than her male coun
terpart, she said.
“ There has been shockingly
little research done about why the
differences exist, and whether,
without doing anything to
masculinity, you can translate
some o f the female's strength to
the male to keep him alive
longer,” she said.

today
TH U RSDAY
R e g istra tio n
Center Course Registration, University Center
Ticket Offices, 11 a.m.
F ree F ilm s a n d L ectu res
Thunder Road, an adventure film starring
Robert Mitchum, UC Ballroom, 8 p.m.
M eetin g
Outfitting and backpacking course, 7 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms
L unch eon
CPA Luncheon, noon, UC Montana Rooms

New course offers credit
to high school students
“The Pre-Socratics’ Search for
Unity in the Universe” was the
title of the first lecture in the great
philosophers series presented in
the Liberal Arts building yester
day at 4 p.m. by Cynthia
Schuster, professor emeritus in
philosophy.
The lectures are part of a new
one-credit course designed to
allow high school students to
earn college credit through the
Pilot High School Program.
Students are also required to read
a short text, write one paper and
take a final exam.
Interested high school students
may sign up either through their
high school counselors oV the
University of Montana Center for
Continuing Education. Others
are welcome to attend the lec
tures.
The following is a list of up

coming lectures:
• Jan. 13: Socrates: unity
within the self.
• Jan. 20: Plato: the individual
in a real community.
• Jan. 27: Aristotle: man as a
rational and political animal.
• Feb. 3: Saint Francis of
Assisi and the fate of his “ literal”
Christianity.
• Feb. 10: Descartes: mindmatter dualism, disastrous conse
quence o f modern science;
• Feb. 17: David Hume:
“ Reason is and ought to be the
slave o f the passions.”
• Feb. 24: Karl Marx: ideal
Communism after the “ withering
away o f the state.”
• March 3: Jean-Paul Sartre:
Atheist existentialism.
• March
10:
Im aginary
dialogue am ong the eight
philosophers studied.

Study Skills Workshop
Five Sessions Covering:
Note-taking
Time Usage
Concentration
T est preparation
Daily at the CSD in the Lodge
Jan. 11—15, 8 a.m. or 1 p.m.
Call 243-4711
______ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SteakHouse

SLACK ANGUS eLaux^
700 W. B roa d w a y

7 2 8-2 663

Hey Boxing Fans!

Black Angus
presents

Top Rank Boxing
on ESPN every Thurs.

7:00 - 9:30
H APPY HOUR

^
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C ollege students facin g m id-year tuition hikes
increase of up to 50 percent.”
Mankato students are at a loss.
“ I had to borrow money just to “ One reason I liked MSU was
come back to school, and I’m because of the lower tuition,”
trying to work and raise a family. says freshman Lisa Clark. “ I
I just don’t know how I’m going to worked all summer to save
make ends meet,” mourns Judy money, and I wasn’t expecting (a
Clare, a student at Mankato State spring hike).”
University in Minnesota.
Sim ilarly, University of
She’s not the only one. Untold Wisconsin
President Robert
thousands o f college students are O’Neil recently asked students to
now facing a new phenomenon pay a $23 tuition surcharge for
on campus — the mid-year tuition spring semester to compensate
hike.
for a two-percent budget cut. The
Schools in Minnesota, Wiscon state Legislature is now debating
sin, Massachusetts, California the surcharge.
and Washington, pmong others,
University of Massachusetts
are charging students more this tuition has gone up $74 since
month than they did in September, when tuition was
September.
raised by $64. Some university
Colleges, o f course, used to administrators warn that tuition
change rates once a year, usually and fees could rise an additional
over the summer. But now many $200 for 1982-83.
are raising tuition on a semesterIn California, Gov. Jerry
by-semester basis, often with Brown ordered across-the-board
little advance warning to cuts of two percent in this year’s
students living on fixed budgets. budgets for all state agencies,
Campus officials blame inflation including colleges.
and drastically reduced state
The
19-campus California
funding for the abrupt fee hikes. State Universities and Colleges
Mankato State officials, for System consequently lost $20
example, had to compensate for a million for 1981-82. To get it back,
severe cut in state aid in 1980 by the system has imposed an
imposing an emergency tuition emergency surcharge of $46 for
surchage for the 1981 Winter the coming semester, with more
Quarter. They hiked tuition increases slated for next year.
another 10 percent for the spring.
“ No one likes it a bit,” observes
They say tuition for spring 1982 Charles Davis, CSUC press of
may go up an additional 50 per ficer. “ But for the coming year the
cent.
situation is worse still. We’re
“ Other than grim, what can I faced with a $50 million budget
s a y ? ” a sks G a rry H ays, reduction. The trustees trimmed
chancellor of Minnesota’s state operations by $10 million, put a
university system.
cap on enrollment and have
In 1980, he explains, state tax authorized a fee increase of $165
revenues declined after Fall per student. Normally we raise
Quarter had already started. fees in the fall, but they may
That cost the system a $4 million spread it from semester to
budget cut. Hays says the size of semester. The mechanics haven’t
the spring 1982 tuition increase been worked out yet.”
depends on what the state
Although California’s budget
Legislature does, “ but a worst1 problems are exacerbated by
case scenario would mean an Proposition 13, the 1979 “ tax
College Pres* Service

Governor. . .
Cont. from p. 1
presently attends UM.
Spaulding said that any school
can nominate a student from any
of the six schools in the university
system. He also said he had
spoken to Adams about coming to
UM, and believes she would be a
capable regent.
The student regent position,
created in 1972, carries equal
weight to the other regent
positions. The regents make ad
ministrative decisions for the
entire state university system.
Jim Whitehead, a spokesman
for Schwinden, said a regent
would be picked by Feb. 1, but
that Schwinden himself didn’t

know what day the appointment
would be made public.
Spaulding said he was expec
ting the announcement at any
time.
“ Everyone here’s waiting and
guessing,” he said.

Today’s
weather
We’ll have only a slight
chance of snow showers to
day.
High today 20, low to
night 5.

CLARK FORK
FREE PRESS
NEEDS A CO-EDITOR,
BUSINESS MANAGER,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANT
APPLY IN

SAC OFFICE
U .C . 105

DEADLINE FRIDAY AT 5:00 P M .
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revolt,” the other states’ crises
will probably get worse before
they get better, officials say. And
tuition increases are the most
likely sources for picking up the
slack, administrators admit.
“We have only two places under
our control to get money,” says
Minnesota’s Hays. “ We can
reduce expenditures or increase
tuition. And we can only make so
many reductions.”
Rhode Island’s three state
colleges must cut $2.45 million
from their 1981-82 budgets, but
have vowed to avoid raising
tuition for the time being.
“ Increasing tuition levels,
whether at the beginning or the
middle of the term, is a difficult
thing for students to accept when
they are already being hit at both
ends,” says R. Michael Berrier,
director of the American Associa
tion of State Colleges and Univer
sities. “These kinds of mid-year
increases in tuition represent a
lack of planning. States need to
ask themselves to what extent

they are restricting access to
higher education.”
Berrier charges that state
legislatures are placing “ fiscal
considerations” over the real
issues of higher education —
“ quality and access.”
State budgets, he says, are
planned so that “ what’s left over
is what goes for higher education,
so the real victim is the student
who can’t afford a quality educa
tion.”
“ Our minority and female pop
ulation is decreasing, and this
campus is reverting to a typical
white-male student body,” con
firms Clayton Lewis, student
government president at the
University of Washington.
The state Legislature raised
tuition at Washington state
schools by more than 70 percent
last spring, and then slashed the
colleges’ budgets by ten percent
this fall. It recently failed to pass
an a d d itio n a l 1 0-percen t
operating fee surcharge for
January. •

Lewis blasts the surcharge idea
as “just another move, in the eyes
of students, to limit access to
education. Students are asking,
‘When will the Legislature accept
the responsibility to fund state
services?’ ”
“ My daughter and I are going
to have $70 a month to eat on,”
laments Valarie Lambert, a
Native American single mother
at UW.
“The tuition increases will
mean the difference between
whether we eat or not, or whether
we can buy clothes. This is a
school for upper-middle-class peo
ple. Because single parents are a
minority, we’re the ones that are
hurting the most.”
Annette and Gary Selness,
both UW students, say the tuition
increases, along with rising hous
ing and child-care costs, may
force one or both o f them to drop
out o f school. “ This month we are
just going to make it,” Annette
says. “ Next month, I don’t
know.”

‘Capitol Hill Perspective
on D efen se*
C ongressm an Pat W illiam s
Thursday, Jan. 7
8 PM
Lecture Hall
A Public Lecture
Sponsored by EVST and SAC
A Part o f E V ST 390
‘W arfare in a Fragile W orld ’

